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KÜCHENREINIGUNG

FOUR-COLOR SYSTEM
Four Color System prevents a spread  

of germ transmission e.g. in Toilet or kitchen. 
For every area there is an appropriate color  

of a soft cleaning cloth or sponge pad.
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KÜCHENREINIGUNG

THE 
CLEAN
KITCHEN

04

Protection gloves 
must be worn!
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These cleaning towels could  
be washed at 95°C to prevent 

the spread of germs. Don’t 
wash it together with cottons 

(or cotton blends)!  NO  use  
of fabric softener!

KITCHEN CLEANING

16-side folding technique.
Thereby this folding technique  
will allow you to use your  
microfiber towel way longer  
and more efficiently.

1

2 3

4

After folding and moistening 
a green microfiber towel, 
spray a quick cleaning surface 
cleaner G51560 Resoclean 
on a clean cloth side, clean a 
mirror. (DON‘T use it on the 
acrylic glass sheet). To clean 
the surface from obstinate 
dirt, flip to the next, clean 
side.

 SUPER ABSORBENT  
 MICROFIBER TOWEL 
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KÜCHENREINIGUNG

YOUR
BATHROOM
SPARKLING 
CLEAN

06

Protection gloves 
must be worn!
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These cleaning towels could  
be washed at 95°C to prevent 

the spread of germs. Don’t 
wash it together with cottons 

(or cotton blends)!  NO  use  
of fabric softener!

BATH CLEANING

1

2 3

4
16-slide folding technique.
Thereby this folding technique  
will allow you to use your  
microfiber towel way longer  
and more efficiently.

After folding and moistening a yellow microfiber 
towel, foam a quick cleaning disinfectant cleaner  
SP10600 Drizzle Red on the one side. To clean 
the surface from obstinate dirt,  
flip to the next, clean side.

Use this microfiber towel to clean a washbasin 
and its fittings. After rinse it thoroughly with clear 
water and wipe carefully (without any detergent).

WASCHBECKENREINIGUNG

 SUPER ABSORBENT  
 MICROFIBER TOWEL 



BATH CLEANING

After folding and moistening a yellow 
microfiber towel, foam a quick cleaning 
disinfectant cleaner SP10600 Drizzle 
Red on one of the clean sides. To clean 
the surface from obstinate dirt, flip to 
the next, clean side.

Use this yellow microfiber towel to 
clean fittings, after rinse it thoroughly 
with clear water. Remove the water 
remains with a dry cloth.

Foam a U035 Strip Carrier Part + 
U041 Cloth with a quick cleaning 
 disinfectant cleaner SP10600 
Drizzle Red, wash glass walls and 
wall tiles, after rinse everything 
off with clean water using a UFL35 
Tiles Wiper. 

SHOWER

8

Protection gloves 
must be worn!



These cleaning towels could  
be washed at 95°C to prevent 

the spread of germs. Don’t 
wash it together with cottons 

(or cotton blends)!  NO  use  
of fabric softener!

BATH CLEANING

1

2 3

4

MIRROR
After folding and moistening a blue 
microfiber towel, spray a quick 
cleaning surface cleaner G51560 
Resoclean on a clean cloth side, 
clean a mirror. (DON‘T use it on the 
acrylic glass sheet). To clean the 
mirror from obstinate dirt, flip to 
the next, clean side.

16-slide folding technique.
Thereby this folding technique  
will allow you to use your  
microfiber towel way longer  
and more efficiently.

 SUPER ABSORBENT  
 MICROFIBER TOWEL 
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KÜCHENREINIGUNG

HYGIENIC
AND
CLEAN
TOILET

10

Protection gloves 
must be worn!



These cleaning towels could  
be washed at 95°C to prevent 

the spread of germs. Don’t 
wash it together with cottons 

(or cotton blends)!  NO  use  
of fabric softener!

TOILET CLEANING

After folding and moistening a red microfiber 
towel, foam a quick cleaning disinfectant cleaner 
SP10600 Drizzle Red on one of the clean sides. 
To clean the surface from obstinate dirt, flip to 
the next, clean side.

Foam a quick cleaning disinfectant cleaner 
SP10600 Drizzle Red in the toilet bowl and the 
urinal, after rub this foam using a WC-brush. 
Don’t rinse it off!

Clean a toilet seat and WC shell using a red mi
crofiber towel, after wash the towel with clean 
water and wipe the whole area of the WC seat 
again.

1

2 3

4

TOILET

16-slide folding technique.
Thereby this folding technique  
will allow you to use your  
microfiber towel way longer  
and more efficiently.

 SUPER ABSORBENT  
 MICROFIBER TOWEL 
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KÜCHENREINIGUNG

LIVING AREA
AND 
INVENTORY
CLEANING

12

Protection gloves 
must be worn!



These cleaning towels could  
be washed at 95°C to prevent 

the spread of germs. Don’t 
wash it together with cottons 

(or cotton blends)!  NO  use  
of fabric softener!

LIVING AREA AND INVENTORY CLEANING

1

2 3

4

After folding and moistening a blue microfiber towel, 
spray a quick cleaning surface cleaner G51560 Reso
clean on a clean cloth side (DON‘T use it on the acrylic 
glass sheet). To clean the surface from obstinate dirt,  
flip to the next, clean side.

16-slide folding technique.
Thereby this folding technique  
will allow you to use your  
microfiber towel way longer  
and more efficiently.

 SUPER ABSORBENT  
 MICROFIBER TOWEL 
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LIVING AREA AND INVENTORY CLEANING

Shake a MSR500 Multi Foam Cleaner intensively and spray it 
over MICROWH Microfiber Wash Glove, then massage  
it into a section of the upholstered furniture and let it work. 
After 30–45 min. remove residual moisture using a simple 
paper towel and clean it with a vacuum cleaner.

POLSTERMÖBELREINIGUNG

Protection gloves 
must be worn!
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WINDOW CLEANING

WINDOW CLEANING

Fill up a U330 Green Bucket with 5 L.  
of water and 50 ml. G52501 Liquid  
Window Cleaner. 

Put down a UFL35 Wiper Blade Squeegee  
in the bucket with a cleaning liquid. 

Clean window glass and window frames;  
afterwards take off with U113+ U122 
Window Wiper. Window frames wipe with  
a blue microfiber cloth.
In the end remove the water drops and  
clean the windowsills.
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THE 
CLEAN
FLOOR

16

Protection gloves 
must be worn!
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FLOOR CLEANING

Put a SprayproStick together with a Holder 
SMH40, attach a cloth cover EWM40 to the  
mop head.

Fill the measuring cup with 500 ml. cold  
water. 

Unscrew a dispensing head FF2973 of the 
P31501 Planta Cleen  Bottle, after squeeze the 
bottle until  a dispensing  head is filled. After 
releasing a bottle it would be measured auto-
matically. 

This amount of 5ml in the measuring cup should 
be emptied with water

Mop the floor (using the “8” cleaning tech- 
nique). If heavily stained, use a new EWM40  
cloth cover.

Open a SprayproStick at the  
end of the stalk. 

Fill a cleaning solution into a 
messing cup and close it off.

To spray this cleaning liquid over the 
floor, press shortly a level. (a time- 
consuming mop wringing out of the mop). 
You don’t have to fill up and empty  
heavy mop buckets.

FLOOR CLEANING VERY EASILY

1

2

3

4

5

Optionally  
with a vacuum  

cleaner
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KÜCHENREINIGUNG

SPECIAL
CLEANING

18

Protection gloves 
must be worn!
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ATTENTION
Don’t use a RSP  

Eraser Sponge over  
highly polished  

surfaces.

SPECIAL CLEANING

Moisten a RSP Eraser Sponge and care- 
fully rub on a stained area (e.g. dispersion  
wall layers)

For natural leather cleaning use a Leather  
Care C58025 Buz Leather (Not included in  
the scope of delivery!)

ERASER SPONGE

SPECIAL 
CLEANING
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KÜCHENREINIGUNG

Sigron Handels & SchulungsgmbH 
Rautenweg 7, 1220 Wien

T: +43 1 259 46 32 

E: support@sigronhome.at

www.sigron-home.at


